Higher organization and histone modification of the plant nucleus and chromosome.
Plants have a wide range of genome sizes. The length of each DNA molecule is usually much longer than the diameter of the cell and the length of each metaphase chromosome is effectively shortened to progress through mitosis. Thus some questions arise, such as: How is genomic DNA folded and shortened into chromosomes? What kind of proteins and/or their modifications contribute to chromosome structure? Are there any upper limits for the ratio of DNA volume to nuclear volume? This review attempts to answer these questions based on recent advances in chromosome research. Genomic DNA is first folded into nucleosomal fibers and then superfolded into metaphase chromosomes to sufficiently shorten its length to less than the upper limit for normal progression of cell division. Nucleosomes play structural roles, not only for DNA folding, but also for determination of euchromatin, heterochromatin, and centromeres, together with post-translational modifications and replacement of core histones with histone variants, and for the regulation of their structure and transcriptional status. More than 200 proteins of human metaphase chromosomes have been identified, including 5 types of nucleosome histones. They are categorized into 4 groups, and a 4-layer model of the human metaphase chromosome has been developed. There are upper limits for DNA volume. In all plants examined to date the DNA volume does not exceed 3% of the nuclear volume. Histone modification also has an impact on the spatial distribution of chromosomes within a nucleus, which seems to be related to the plant genome size. These points are discussed as well, as they are essential to maintain proper nuclear functions.